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Abstrat. Our work is foused on properties of Proess Rewrite Sys-

tems (PRS). Namely, we introdue an extension of PRS, so alled weakly

extended Proess Rewrite Systems (wPRS). We ompare the expressive-

ness of wPRS with original PRS lasses and their known extensions.

In addition, for wPRS lasses, we study deidability and omplexity of

problems related to model heking and other formal veri�ation proe-

dures suh as weak and strong bisimulation, the reahability problem,

et. The aim of our work is to extend expressive power of known mod-

elling failities while preserving deidability and maintaining omplexity

of problems in reasonable bounds.

1 Researh Area

Automati veri�ation of urrent software systems often needs to model them as

in�nite-state systems, i.e. systems with an evolving struture (e.g. unbounded

ontrol strutures suh as reursive proedure alls and/or dynami reation of

onurrent proesses) and/or operating on unbounded data types, e.g., a net-

work of mobile phones is a onurrent system with evolving struture whih

dynamially hanges its size (and an beome very large). Robustness of the

network requires that underlying protools should work for an arbitrarily large

(i.e. potentially in�nite) number of lient proesses. A JAVA applet dynamially

downloads lasses over the network and exeutes their methods, the stak of

ativation reords should be seen as potentially in�nite.

In�nite-state systems an be spei�ed in a number of ways with their respe-

tive advantages and limitations. Petri nets, pushdown automata, and proess

algebras like BPA, BPP, or PA all serve to exemplify this. However a unifying

view is to interpret them as labelled transition systems (LTS) with possibly in-

�nite number of states. LTS families are often spei�ed via a variety of rewrite

systems and form hierarhies (w.r.t. strong bisimulation equivalene), see for

example [Cau92,BCS96,Mol96,May00℄. Here we employ the lasses of in�nite-

state systems de�ned by term rewrite systems and alled Proess Rewrite Sys-

tems (PRS) as introdued by Mayr [May00℄. PRS subsume a variety of the

formalisms studied in the ontext of formal veri�ation (e.g. all the models men-

tioned above).
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A PRS is a �nite set of rules t

a

�! t

0

where a is an ation under whih

a subterm t an be redued to a subterm t

0

. Terms are built up from an empty

proess " and a set of proess onstants using (assoiative) sequential \." and

(assoiative and ommutative) parallel \k" operators. The semantis of PRS an

be de�ned by labelled transition systems (LTS) { labelled direted graphs whose

nodes (states of the system) orrespond to terms modulo strutural ongruene

by properties of \." and \k" and edges orrespond to individual ations (ompu-

tation steps) whih an be performed in a given state. The relevane of various

sublasses of PRS for modelling and analysing programs is shown e.g. in [Esp02℄,

for automati veri�ation see e.g. surveys [BCMS01,Srb02,KJ02℄.

Mayr [May00℄ has shown that the reahability problem (i.e. given terms t; t

0

:

is t reduible to t

0

?) for PRS is deidable. In a ontext of reahability analysis

one an see at least two approahes: (i) abstration (approximate) analysis teh-

niques on stronger 'models' suh as sePA and its superlasses with undeidable

reahability problem, e.g., see a reent work [BET03℄, and (ii) preise tehniques

for 'weaker' models, e.g., [LS98℄ and another reent work [BT03℄. In the latter

one, symboli representations of a set of reahable states are built with respet to

various term strutural equivalenes. Among others it is shown that for the PAD

lass and the same equivalene as in the setting presented here, when properties

of sequential and parallel ompositions are taken into aount, one an onstrut

non-regular representations based on ounter tree automata.

Most researh (with some reent exeptions, e.g. [BT03,Esp02℄) has been de-

voted to the PRS lasses from the lower part of the PRS hierarhy, espeially to

pushdown automata (PDA), Petri nets (PN) and their respetive sublasses. We

mention the suesses of PDA in modelling reursive programs (without proess

reation), PN in modelling dynami reation of onurrent proesses (without

reursive alls), and CPDS (ommuniating pushdown systems [BET03℄) mod-

elling both features. All of these formalisms subsume a notion of a �nite-state

ontrol unit (FSU) keeping some kind of global information whih is aessible

to the redies (the ready to be redued omponents) of a PRS term { hene an

FSU an regulate rewriting. On the other hand, using an FSU to extend the

PRS rewriting mehanism is very powerful sine a state-extended version of PA

proesses (sePA) has full Turing-power [BEH95℄ { the deidability of reahabil-

ity and other problems relevant for an automati veri�ation are lost for sePA,

inluding all its superlasses (see Figure 1), and CPDS as well.

2 Diretions of the work

Our work presents a hierarhy of PRS lasses and their respetive extensions

of three types: PRS with �nite onstraint systems (fPRS [Str02℄, motivated by

onurrent onstraint programming, see e.g. [SR90℄), state-extended PRS lasses

[JKM01℄, and our new formalism of weakly extended PRS (wPRS, introdued

in [K

�

RS04b℄). In [K

�

RS04b℄, we have shown that all the just mentioned extensions

inrease the expressive power of those PRS sublasses whih do not subsume the

notion of a �nite ontrol. The lasses in the hierarhy (depited in Figure 1) are
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related by their expressive power with respet to (strong) bisimulation equiva-

lene.

The notion of a weak FSU within wPRS formalism is inspired by weak au-

tomata as introdued in [MSS92℄, but used here as a nondeterministi (NFA)

rather than alternating one. A NFA A = (Q;�; Æ; q

0

; F ) is weak if its state spae

is partitioned into a disjoint union Q =

S

Q

i

, and there is a partial order �

on the olletion of the Q

i

. The set � is the input alphabet and the transition

funtion Æ : Q�� ! P(Q) is suh that if q 2 Q

i

and q

0

2 Æ(q; a) then q

0

2 Q

j

,

where Q

i

� Q

j

(this requirement on the transition struture is also known as an

ayliity ondition). The set F of �nal states satis�es that Q

i

� F or Q

i

\F = ;

for eah Q

i

.

As we are not interested in language equivalene, the set of �nal states does

not play any role in our appliation, hene all the states of a weak NFA ould

belong to one lass and the formalism would oinide with an arbitrary NFA.

Thus we have hosen to employ a 1-weak (also known as very weak) variant of

the restrition where eah partition blok ontains exatly one state. In other

words, although a weak FSU an yle in any of its ontrol state, eah wPRS

rewriting sequene an only hange its state a �nitely many times.

Figure 1 desribes the hierarhy of PRS lasses and their extended ounter-

parts with respet to strong bisimulation equivalene. The depited hierarhy is

then the upward oriented Hasse diagram of a partial order relation `�' between

these sets of labelled transition systems modulo strong bisimulation equivalene.

In other words, a line onneting X and Y with Y plaed higher than X means

that every transition system de�nable in X an be (up to bisimulation equiv-

alene) de�ned in Y while the reverse does not hold { we write X ( Y . The

dotted lines represent the fats X � Y , where the relation X ( Y is only our

onjeture.

The wPRS lasses re�ne the presented hierarhy of extended PRS formalisms

and so it motivates us to fous on borders of deidability and omplexity of some

interesting problems. By interesting problems we mean reahability, strong and

weak bisimulation equivalene, model heking problems for linear or branhing

time logis, et.

3 Results

Besides of the results on the lassi�ation of expressive power of extended PRS

lasses [K

�

RS04b,K

�

RS04a℄, we have shown that the reahability problem remains

deidable for the very expressive lass of wPRS [K

�

RS04a℄. Let us mention that

H�uttel and Srba [HS05℄ de�ne a repliative variant of a alulus for Dolev and

Yao's ping-pong protools [DY83℄. They show that the reahability problem for

these protools is deidable as it an be redued to the reahability problem

for wPRS, more preisely their repliative ping-pong protools belong to the

wPAD lass. Further, we mention another appliation of our deidability result

exemplifying that the introdution of wPRS was well-motivated and ontributes

to the results on in�nite-state systems. The deidability of the reahability for
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Fig. 1. The hierarhy of lasses de�ned by extended proess rewrite systems with

respet to the strong bisimulation equivalene.

wPRS opens an easy way how to solve an open problem of a weak trae non-

equivalene (for de�nition see, e.g. [JEM99℄) for wPRS and its sublasses.

A reahability property problem, for a given system � and a given formula ',

is to deide whether EF' holds in the initial state of �. Hene, these problems

are parametrized by the lass to whih the system � belongs, and by the type

of the formula '. In most of pratial situations, ' spei�es error states and the

reahability property problem is a formalization of a natural veri�ation problem

whether some error state is reahable in a given system.

We reall that the (full) EF logi is deidable for PAD [May98℄ (PAD sub-

sumes both PA and PDA). It is undeidable for PN [Esp94℄; an inspetion of the

proof moves this undeidability border down to seBPP (also known as multiset
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automata, MSA). If we onsider the reahability HM property problem, i.e., the

reahability property problem where ' is a formula of Hennessy{Milner logi

(HM formula), then this problem has been shown to be deidable for the lasses

of PN [JM95℄ and PAD [JKM01℄. In [K

�

RS05℄, we lift the deidability border for

this problem to the wPRS lass. This results also move the deidability border

for the reahability simple property problem, i.e., the reahability property prob-

lem where ' is a HM formula without any nesting of modal operators hai, as

the problem has been known to be deidable only for PRS [May00℄ so far.

Let us reall that the (full) EG logi is deidable for PDA (a onsequene

of [MS85℄ and [Cau92℄), whilst undeidability has been obtained for its EG'

fragment on (deterministi) BPP [EK95℄, where ' is a HM formula. In [K

�

RS05℄,

we show that this problem remains undeidable for (deterministi) BPP even if

we restrit ' to a HM formula without nesting of modal operators hai.

As a orollary of deidability of the reahability HM property problem for

wPRS, we observe that the problem of strong bisimilarity between wPRS systems

and �nite-state ones is deidable. As PRS and its sublasses are proper sublasses

of wPRS, it follows that we positively answer the question of the reahability

HM property problem for the PRS lass and hene the questions of bisimilarity

heking the PAN and PRS proesses with �nite-state ones, whih have been

open problems, see for example [Srb02℄. Their relevane to program spei�ation

and veri�ation is advoated, for example, in [JKM01,KS04℄.
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